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ABSTRACT

Arduino Coffee Pot via Twitter is the next in fancy twitter enabled devices. This coffee pot enables its owner to make a pot of coffee from anywhere they have cell phone reception, using twitter and an arduino board. The application is the easy implementation for remote device control with a bit of code and some hardware. A main reason should create this project because the user need to switch on the coffee pot manually and have to wait for a several minutes until it ready. The objective for this project is a make coffee pot turn on and off with just a simple tweet, learn how to use arduino board and make it interactive and connecting social networking with appliances. For project methodology, this project use a System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) methodology which is a standard process followed in an organization to conduct all the steps necessary to analyze, design, implement, and maintain information systems. Besides, in any given SDLC phase, the project can go back to an earlier phase if required. Lastly, for expected outcomes from the project is make sure twitter can communicate with arduino board and make coffee maker on.
ABSTRAK

Arduino mesin kopi melalui Twitter adalah aplikasi seterusnya dalam twitter peranti yang boleh dibuat. Mesin kopi ini membolehkan pemilik untuk membuat kopi dari mana-mana sahaja mereka berada yang boleh menggunakan telefon bimbit, Twitter dan Arduino. Aplikasi ini adalah pelaksanaan yang mudah untuk alat kawalan jauh dengan sedikit kod dan beberapa perkakasan. Satu sebab utama perlu mewujudkan projek ini kerana kita perlu menghidupkan mesin kopi secara manual dan perlu menunggu beberapa minit sehingga ia siap. Objektif projek ini adalah membuat mesin kopi dihidupkan dan dimatikan dengan hanya satu tweet yang mudah, belajar bagaimana untuk menggunakan papan Arduino dan membuat ia interaktif dan menghubungkan rangkaian sosial dengan peralatan. Untuk projek metodologi, saya memilih Pembangunan Sistem Kitaran Hidup (SDLC) metodologi yang merupakan satu proses biasa diikuti dalam sesuatu organisasi untuk menjalankan segala langkah yang perlu untuk menganalisis, merekabentuk, melaksana, dan mengekalkan sistem maklumat. Selain itu, dalam mana-mana fasa SDLC diberikan, projek itu boleh kembali ke tahap yang lebih awal jika perlu. Akhir sekali, dijangka hasil daripada projek ini ialah memastikan twitter boleh berkomunikasi dengan papan Arduino dan mesin pembuat kopi.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

Nowadays, social networking had become popular and many people use it. It easy to use, save time and have many applications. The best part of social networking is it allows the user to build their own applications. The user can create an application to integrate with Twitter as a platform. For this project, try to make integration between twitter and coffee machine with arduino board as microcontroller. Arduino is an open-source electronics prototyping platform based on flexible, easy-to-use hardware and software. It's intended for anyone interested in creating interactive objects or environments.

1.2 Problem Statements

1. User need to switch on a coffee machine manually.
2. To make some coffee usually need few minutes before it ready.
1.3 Objectives

1. **Make coffee machines turn on automatic with just simple tweet.**
   Can tweet from Twitter to arduino board and switch on the coffee maker automatically.

2. **Learn how to use arduino board and make it interactive.**
   Explore about Arduino Board brand. Arduino board can be a great microcontroller if we know how to use it.

3. **Connecting social networking with appliances.**
   Social networking such as Twitter allow user to make their own application.
   For this project, would like to integrate Twitter with coffee pot.

1.4 Scopes

The scopes for developing this project are:

1. This project will use arduino board as microcontroller because it is easy to use with hardware and software.
2. The AC voltage will be relayed by Relay Module to make an interface between arduino board and appliance.
3. Only one user can use this application because this application need a secret access token that can grab when the user register twitter account application.
1.5 Project Significance

This application will be going to help user save time when want some coffee. And the most important part is it just can be done with simple tweet. Besides, this project also use arduino board which is a popular microcontroller in market. The main reason to choose the arduino board is there no soldering needed. Just need programmed the programming into it and make some creativity then it done. This project use a twitter as a platform because it is a most popular social networking besides facebook. More over, twitter has become trend for today communication.

1.6 Expected Output

The expected output for this project is twitter able to send a order to arduino board. The arduino board will display a tweet at dedicated computer and directly switch on the coffee machine with relay module as a voltage interface.

1.7 Conclusion

As a conclusion, this project was develop to make an interaction between social networking and appliances. As a result, this interaction will make user save a time, and more easier.

From this chapter, the project background, problem statement, objectives, scope, project significance and expected output are being identified in order to develop the project that will used by the target user.

Lastly, after finishing this chapter, it will continue to the second chapter that is the literature review and project methodology.
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter will discuss about literature review of the related published information with this project. Literature review is a collecting related data, analyze project processes, analysis of current problem and create the conclusion. A literature review can be just a simple summary of the resources, but it usually has an organizational pattern and combines both summary and synthesis. A summary is a recap of the important information of the source, but a synthesis is a re-organization of that information. It might give a new interpretation of old material or combine new with old interpretations.

2.2 Facts and Findings

Fact and finding is an activity that is intended to find out information about something. Fact finding also is an extremely important component of the communication process which presents its own special set of problem and opportunities to people working to increase the constructiveness of intractable conflicts. This section will be discussing about the domain of this project.

In order to develop a successful project, the current application or journal are collected. Three journal that related to the Arduino Coffee Pot Via Twitter are searched and analyzed are Arduino And Kinect Project by Enrique Ramos Melgar, Using the internet of things to enable electrical load optimisation by Butgereit, L, and Social networks for lonely objects by John Anthony. Studies of these journal or conferences are significant to develop a valid, reliable and efficient application.
2.3 Domain

Enrique R.M (2012) say in his book *Arduino And Kinect Project* that is not impossible to controlling all home appliances remotely just using body movements and gestures. There are several items that can be controlled electrically in an automated house, such as television, fan, lamps, and the aircond. In order to avoid the problem of overload voltage with mains power and another risks, the book will show how to hacking an external element that can control the devices which is a general-purpose remote control. It more easy and simple to hacking a remote control which just need to open the remote and connect it to the Arduino Board. Then, the user may use the kinect to perform gesture recognition to activate different functions of devices.

Butgereit, L (2012) in his journal *Using the internet of things to enable electrical load optimisation* say that the internet of devices is a new innovation with physical objects, or appliances which is connected to the internet. If physical objects are enhanced with artificial intelligence, the internet of things will grows up. Before this, the communication with the objects is only uni-directional. However, now there is bi-directional communication that allow the object to post information about itself and also allow the appliances to be controlled by some process. Unfortunately, some appliances could be switched on and off depending on certain conditions and situations.

John A (2010) in his thesis *Social networks for lonely objects* say that objectives of ubiquitous computing describe a network of devices that can help humans in their routine, but this may have a risk that can make a relationship between humans and their electronic objects become complicated. To make a visions become reality, there is an opportunity to rethink how to interact the objects with networks of objects, and make the humans can communicate with machine. This thesis determines social and mechanism for products which may consist of many physical and digital objects. These new objects will not look like stripped-down existing computers, but added normal objects that are focused on input and output, especially on Twitter.
Applications in the cloud use Twitter as a platform to start the appropriate objects to execute human tasks. Inspire from constructs that human use to manage many human relationship, a social network can be used as platform to allows applications and their owners to manage a large network of computing objects. Based on that idea, take a step forward a consumer agree with implementation of ubiquitous computing.
2.4 Existing Product

After do some research about coffee maker, the coffee machine were designed to make a coffee process more easier. Before, coffee making was a quite complicated process that involved several things. Since the coffer maker are introduced, people were able to prepare the drink without having to heat water in kettle and then mix it with coffee grounds in jug. Based on the principle, several models were created, including the vacuum, percolator and the drip coffee makers. Although all the models made for the purpose of making coffee drink, basically it use somewhat different processes. In 1960's, the drip brewer or coffee maker became commercially and have improvements years after its introduction. Because of this project was use a electric coffee maker, so would like to explain more about this type.

An electric drip coffee maker also known as a dripolator. It normally works by transfer water from a cold water container into a flexible hose in the base of the container leading directly to a heating area, where a heating element surrounding the metal tube heats the water. Then, the hot water moves through the machine using thermosiphon principle. Thermally-induced pressure and the siphoning effect move the hot water through an insulated rubber or vinyl riser hose, to the spray head, and onto the ground coffee, which is contained in a drink basket mounted below the spray head. The coffee passes through a filter and drips down into the jug. A one way valve in the tubing prevents water from siphoning back into the container. To prevent the water from overheating in the metal tube, need to attached the thermostat to the heating element which it will turns off the heating element, then turns back on when the water cools below a certain threshold to make a coffee drink always in warm condition.
2.4.1 Improvement From Existing Product

Usually, the coffee maker can make an instant coffee automatically with just switch on the machine. But, the user still need to switch on the coffee maker manually by hand and have to wait for a minutes until a coffee ready. Even though the latest and modern coffee maker in the market, the user still need to switch on the machine manually by hand. Based on this situation, this project try to create an application that can switch on the coffee machine automatic without see the coffee machine. And the most important part is the user can switch the coffee maker with just simple tweet from Twitter. This application is a integration between Arduino board and Twitter. With Arduino board as a microcontroller, it can help the Twitter communicate with coffee machine.

2.5 Conclusion

As a conclusion, by undertaking a literature review are able to critically summarise the current knowledge in the area under investigation and identifying any strengths and weaknesses in previous work. It help to identify them in this project and thus eliminate the potential weaknesses, whilst bringing to the fore the potential strengths. In addition, undertaking a literature review is useful for information seeking, as it hones my ability to locate and peruse the relevant literature efficiently and effectively. Then, it helps in critical analysis, as it enhances my ability to apply analytical principles in identifying unbiased and valid research in my project. Lastly, with literature review ensure will not be replicating existing knowledge or reproducing technical errors and learn how researches findings are discussed and presented in my discipline area directly provide the intellectual context for my work and situate it within the field. Only after literature review is done, can continue to the next chapter which discuss about project development.
CHAPTER III

PROJECT METHODOLOGY

3.1 Project Methodology

The project methodology used to develop this application is a System Development Life Cycle (SDLC). This methodology was chosen because it fits the approach for developing the system which relies on techniques that produce deliverables intended. SDLC presents guidance for selecting appropriate methods, techniques and tools based on the specific requirements for the project. With this approach, project is desired to move consecutively according to steps planned for each phase. The phases involved for this project are requirements planning, design, implementation, testing and evolution.

Figure 3.1 : Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC)
3.2 System Development Phases

The System Development Life Cycle framework provides a sequence of activities for system designers and developers to follow. It consists of a steps or phases in which each phase of the SDLC uses the results of the previous one. A System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) adheres to important phases that are essential for developers, such as planning, analysis, design, and implementation, and are explained in the diagram. It include evaluation of present system, information gathering, feasibility study and request approval.

![Figure 3.2: Phases of System Development Life Cycle](image-url)